This paper focuses on teacher testing issues related to job analysis, test specification development, reliability, and validity. It emphasizes the conceptualization and operational definition of appropriate validity evidence to assess the quality of licensure testing decisions. It is suggested that the process of job, or practice, analysis would be improved by adopting strategies that are more analytic of the settings, activities, and competencies involved in teaching and which focus on cognitive processes that go beyond the recall of facts. Reliability is not sufficient to establish the credibility of a test, but without adequate and appropriate reliability, a test cannot be judged as valid. There is some debate over the necessity of documenting evidence of predictive validity during the validation process, but many educators believe that predictive validity evidence is essential in teacher testing. Others note that micro-level validity studies are also important, and that information must be gathered at the item quality level to insure that the validity decision is correct. Test specifications, the technical qualifications of the people who write the test items, and the documentation of each item as it is developed are all important. It is also important to examine the statistical characteristics of the items. The responsibility for gathering all validity evidence lies in the hands of the contractor for the tests, who must compile the validity evidence, review the evidence provided by the developer or other authorities, summarize the evidence, and establish the validity of the use of the results of the test. (Contains 39 references.) (SLD)
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Introduction

In response to concerns for the quality of instruction in their schools, a number of states have passed legislation mandating teacher licensure testing. Presently, 43 states require examinations for elementary licensing and 44 states have testing requirements for secondary licensure (Mitchell & Barth, 1999). Although there has been a recent surge, the use of tests to certify teachers is not new in American schooling. Teacher certification tests have been in existence for over 60 years. At the request of a group of superintendents in the spring of 1939, the National Committee on Teacher Examinations was appointed by the American Council on Education to oversee the construction of a teacher certification test. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching provided funds for the development of the project, and the National Committee assigned to the Cooperative Test Service of the American Council on Education the task of preparing the annual forms of the battery examinations to be used. The National Teacher Exams (NTE) were administered for the first time in 1940. Full responsibility for preparing, administering, and scoring the examinations was transferred to the Educational Testing Service (ETS) in 1950. Until 1983, when the test was revised, scores were compared to the original norm group, which took the test in 1940. ETS replaced the NTE with a new set of teacher examinations labeled the PRAXIS series. At this time, ETS and National Evaluation Systems (NES) are the only test companies that provide teacher certification tests.

The case for certification is built on certain fundamental principles (American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education [AACTE], 1984). First, each state has the right and obligation to determine whether or not an individual is competent to practice
before an individual is allowed to do so in those situations where incompetent practice in an occupation may lead to harm or injury. Because teaching involves the imparting of knowledge, and the development of skills, attitudes, and values that are vital for citizenship, the potential for harm is present. Also, inappropriate teaching procedures can lead to short and long term bodily and psychological harm to students. Second, certification standards that stipulate completion of certain education and training experiences are believed to be necessary to ensure that candidates have prepared themselves adequately for the competencies they will be expected to demonstrate and for the tasks they will be expected to perform.

The fundamental purpose for testing is to remove from the teacher pool those with inadequate preparation and, by inference, to improve classroom instruction. According to Pugach and Raths (1983) and Hyman (1984), this purpose is predicated on the following set of major assumptions:

- a person must have a minimal level of content and professional knowledge to teach,
- valid tests can be designed that measure teacher knowledge,
- there is agreement among educators regarding what to test,
- a meaningful cut-score can be set,
- those that pass the test will be more effective teachers than those that do not,
- hiring teachers who pass certification tests will improve student learning, and
- public opinion of teachers and the teaching profession will improve.

The AACTE principles appear to sanction state legislative mandates for teacher certification. However, implicit in this type of legislative action is the assumption that the
technology and expertise necessary to develop defensible licensure measures exists and is accessible to the executive branch charged with implementation of the law. Additionally, the willingness on the part of the state to establish minimum standards for entry level teacher licensure presupposes the willingness on the part of the state to meet minimum standards for the measurement procedures used in the licensure process. Unfortunately, the condition of technology available for the development of licensure testing has not reached a level commensurate to that of other legislative commissioned projects, e.g., road construction. Some general guidance toward this end is provided by the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (American Educational Research Association [AERA], American Psychological Association [APA], & National Council on Measurement in Education [NCME], 1985; 1999), the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's (1978) Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology's (1987) Principles for the Validation and Use of Personnel Selection Procedures, the Code of Fair Testing practices in Education (Joint Committee on Testing Practices, 1988), Development, Administration, Scoring and Reporting of Credentialing Examinations: Recommendations for Board Members (Council on Licensure, Enforcement, and Regulation & National Organization for Competency Assurance, 1993a), and the Principles of Fairness: An Examining Guide for Credentialing Boards (Council on Licensure, Enforcement, and Regulation & National Organization for Competency Assurance, 1993b). These standards, principles, and guidelines are available to the licensing authority and contractor to guide the test development. However, the lack of specificity allows some latitude in practice that permits the development of test products
of variable quality. The ultimate responsibility for the quality of the testing program rests with the licensing body and, therefore, it is incumbent on this body to assure the legal defensibility of decisions supported by test results. Additionally, it is not sufficient to relegate this responsibility to the testing contractors. Madaus (1992) raised awareness of the issue in arguing that high stakes test development was too important a public concern to allow the test developers to be the sole determiner of test quality. He proposed the establishment of an independent auditing mechanism for high-stakes test development. Downing and Haladyna (1997) followed Madaus in proposing external evaluation of high-stakes testing programs and suggest a model for external review. Existing internal and external programs of review are discussed (Educational Testing Service, 1984; National Association of State Boards of Accountancy, 1994). The concerns expressed here are in agreement with Madaus and Downing and Haladyna. While a complete detailing of all the issues and options in licensure test development and validation is well beyond the score of this forum, we will attempt to address some to the major areas of concern.

The presentation focuses on issues related to job analysis, test specification development, reliability, and validity. It will emphasize the conceptualization and operational definition of appropriate validity evidence to assess the quality of licensure testing decisions.

**Job Analysis (Practice Analysis)**

Typical guidelines for the conduct of a job analysis (cf. Council on Licensure, Enforcement and Regulation & National Organization for Competency Assurance, 1993a; Clifford, 1994; Henderson, 1992) suggest that subject matter experts would
generate a list of job tasks and related knowledge, skills, and abilities. This listing would be structured into a survey of job incumbents for ratings of task performance frequency and criticality for public protection. The results of the survey are used to construct a table of specifications which guides test construction. Kane (1997) proposed a more systematic strategy for this step in test development preferring the label "practice analysis" to job analysis (see also Knapp & Knapp, 1995). Kane suggests that practice analysis is the preferred label since a job analysis suggests a focus on a particular job. Since licensure provides access to professional practice in a wide variety of settings rather than a particular job, practice analysis is the more appropriate term. Kane describes the goal of a practice analysis as the description of patterns of practice in the profession. Kane assumes that the professionals are operating from the same general knowledge base and applying similar methods. This assumption seems to fit with the practice of teaching. The process Kane describes for structuring a practice analysis provides a model, which results in a more systematic breakdown of the job related tasks than the traditional job analysis. The model provides for specification of settings, activities, and competencies. The estimates derived from the formula driven model provide an assessment of the importance of each competency category. Once developed, the model serves as a theory of practice, and the practice analysis is an empirical test of the theoretical model. The most apparent appeal of the proposed model is that it breaks the often daunting task of job analysis into more manageable parts. It would be most informative to attempt development of a theoretical model of practice for an elementary teacher, say, in a bilingual classroom. (This assumes the identity "elementary teacher" is sufficiently homogeneous.) Once developed, the model
could serve as a "straw man" to elicit criticism from interested constituencies and, subsequently be revised and empirically tested.

The process of planning and delivering instruction clearly involves complex cognitive processes. However, it appears that much of the job analysis in teacher education results in specification of knowledge level outcomes (Rosenfeld & Kocher, 1998; Tannenbaum & Rosenfeld, 1994; Popham, 1992) and most of the content of initial certification tests is at the simple recall level (Mitchell & Barth, 1999). Given that test content comes from test specifications, which are driven by job analysis, perhaps the strategies used in job analyses need to be modified. A modification of traditional job analysis practice which has promise for improvement in content specifications in teacher licensure testing is cognitive task analysis (Redding, 1992; DuBois, Shalin, Levi, & Borman, 1995; Hanser, 1995). Traditional job and task analysis focuses on the behavioral aspects of job performance. A cognitive task analysis attempts to develop an understanding of the cognitive components of the task and provide a description of these components. Cognitive task analysis determines the mental processes that underlie performance. Very briefly, cognitive task analysis involves a description of the cognitive processes that underlie performance including conceptual and procedural knowledge as well as generative knowledge. Conceptual and procedural knowledge relate to the background knowledge and the "how to" of developing instruction while the generative knowledge addresses the "why" which supports what is done. That is, generative knowledge processes involve analysis of new or transfer problem situations and the framing and classification of relevant dimensions of the situation. Ideally, this
analysis leads to an adaptation of conceptual and procedural knowledge that is appropriate to the situation.

It is suggested that the process of job analysis, or more appropriately, practice analysis, would be improved by adopting strategies which are more analytic of the settings, activities, and competencies involved in teaching (Kane, 1997) and have adequate focus on cognitive processes that go beyond recall of facts. Additionally, translation of the practice analysis and survey data to test specifications should use a strategy which assures the more critical aspects of the teaching process, e.g., generative processes, are given appropriate weights. Kane, Kingsbury, Colton, and Estes (1989) suggest a multiplicative model that may serve well in this instance in that it gives greater weight to areas of practice judged as more critical to successful performance.

Reliability Considerations

Reliability is not sufficient to establish the credibility of a test, but without adequate and appropriate reliability a test cannot be judged as valid. Anastasi and Urbina (1997, p. 84) define reliability as “the extent to which individual differences in test scores are attributable to ‘true’ differences in the characteristic under consideration and the extent to which they are attributable to chance errors.” Whether we define reliability in terms of consistency or stability, reliability must ultimately reflect the degree of “agreement between two independently derived scores” (Anastasi & Urbina, p 85). As Feldt and Brennan (1989) point out, the obligation of a test developer is to gather sufficient evidence about a test in order to account for all potential sources of error.
Salvia and Ysseldyke (1998) recommend following Nunnally’s hierarchy for gathering test level reliability information:

1. Use alternate forms;
2. Use equivalent (split) halves; and
3. Use Cronbach’s alpha.

They, as well as Anastasi and Urbina (1997), recommend that large-scale assessments with potential high stakes need reliability coefficients near or above .90.

Furthermore, Anastasi & Urbina (1997) recommend identifying pertinent characteristics that might distinguish one administration group from another (e.g., institution of training, age, sex, ethnicity, etc.). This permits determining if the reliability for any individual administration is influenced in any fashion by the range of individual differences in an administration group.

A third issue of reliability pertains to the issue of item sampling or content sampling, which is the extent to which scores on these tests reflect idiosyncrasies peculiar to the selection of items on any form of the test. Another way of asking this question might be, "Would someone working from just the test blueprints be able to develop a test that would result in essentially the same scores for examinees?" The best way to determine the quality of content sampling is through a balanced split-half reliability procedure (Anastasi & Urbina, 1997; Salvia & Ysseldyke, 1998).

Decision-Consistency
Anastasi and Urbina (1997) make note of the need for any test whose results will be used to classify students to undergo some type of decision-consistency analysis. As Berk (1984, p. 235) points out, "The initial choice of reliability category [for decision making] is contingent upon the intended interpretation of the test scores, type of decision to be made with these scores, and the consequences or loses associated with false mastery and false nonmastery decision errors." The determination of the quality of the decision can be established by computing the appropriate indexes of agreement and significance values (Anastasi & Urbina). Berk and Subkoviak (1984, 1988) both recommend the use of a threshold loss function to determine the extent of false classifications (master and non-master) regardless of their size. A reliability estimate and the z-score of the passing value are needed to estimate the consistency of accurate classification. Tests with higher reliability estimates and extreme cut-scores (e.g., 10% or 90% pass rates) tend to yield more classification agreement (Subkoviak, 1988). Nonetheless, in most certification testing, where the cut-score is not as extreme, the agreement rate is less than the reliability of the test, underscoring the importance of ensuring a very high reliability estimate.

**Predictive Validity Considerations**

There is some debate over the necessity to document evidence of predictive validity during the validation process. Downing & Haladyna (1996) claim that criterion-related validity should be examined for high-stakes tests, but do not recommend the form this validity should take, such as either concurrent or
predictive validity. The *Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing* (AERA et al., 1985, 1999) offer slightly more direction for test developers. In the section, Standards for Employment and Credentialing, in the 1999 edition, it is stated that, “Reliance on local evidence of empirically-determined predictor-criterion relationships as a validation strategy is contingent on a determination of technical feasibility” (p. 159, Standard 14.3). The conditions that should be considered to assess feasibility include: (1) the stability of the job, (2) a relevant and meaningful criterion measure exists, (3) a representative sample exists, and (4) the sample is of adequate size. Furthermore, the authors of the standards suggest that local studies should be conducted only when little empirical evidence has been accumulated to study the predictive validity of the test in question. If local studies are conducted, researchers should consider certain possible contaminants and artifacts, as well as range restriction and missing data issues. It appears that, given the difficulty in conducting predictive validity studies that yield accurate results, the authors of the standards concluded that these studies should only be conducted under suitable conditions, and that conclusions should not be drawn from one local study.

Many educators, however, believe that predictive validity evidence is essential in teacher testing. These individuals would argue that if teacher licensure tests are designed to identify those meeting minimum standards for teaching, with the implication that those not meeting these minimum standards will be more likely to be at risk of serving the public, then reasonably, these exams should predict to some extent performance as a teacher. While a job
analysis is an essential step in the test development process, it is not sufficient for producing accurate certification exams.

Item Validity Concerns

While most validity studies emphasize the gathering of information at the macro level, Downing and Haladyna (1997) remind us that micro-level validity studies are just as important. Furthermore, it is Anatasi and Urbina (1997) who remind us that it is our obligation to gather evidence about a test to account for all potential sources of error. Therefore, information must also be gathered at the item quality level to insure that the validity decision is correct. Downing and Haladyna have produced a series of recommendations related to the types of evidence that need to be gathered at the item level. Table 1 is drawn in part from this work and lists several critical types of evidence related to item level information. While Downing and Haladyna were speaking specifically to industry level licensure testing, their issues and recommendations hold true in teacher certification testing field.

Each of the nine points raised in Table 1 is crucial in the process for establishing the purpose, function, and appropriateness for each item to be included on a test. Specifically, the following concerns must be addressed as part of the process. First is the concern about the need to provide a full coverage of content. In other words, have the developer and/or contractor provided sufficient guidelines and specifications necessary to assure that an adequate items pool is available? One must be careful to insure that a sufficient number of items, keyed directly to content specifications, is available for the desired level of
reporting of results. This, of course, necessitates the development of a very precise set of test specifications. Far too often either the test specifications are too broad or missing and/or the available pool of items is insufficient to cover the level of specificity dictated by the test specifications. If the test specifications

Table 1

Model of Item Validity Evidence: Qualitative Evidence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Evidence</th>
<th>Evidence Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1  Content Definition</td>
<td>Documentation of the method(s) used to select item content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Item Content Verification</td>
<td>Content experts' credentials; records of content-expert review process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Cognitive Behavior</td>
<td>Documentation of system used and its rationale; reports of any research using system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Item Writer Training</td>
<td>Documentation of methods, principles, written materials, and sample items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  Test Specifications</td>
<td>Documentation of systematic link of test content to test specifications/test blueprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Key Validation/Verification</td>
<td>Policy and procedures for key verification; documentation of key validation results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7  Adherence to Item-Writing Principles</td>
<td>Evidence of compliance with rules and documentation of process used to review items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  Item Editing</td>
<td>Credentials and experience of editors; editorial and style guidelines, documentation of edit/review cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9  Bias/Sensitivity Review</td>
<td>Documentation of bias/sensitivity review; rationale for policies; credentials of reviewers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Meet the appropriate level of detail, a trained person working from just these specifications should be able to develop an alternate form of a test that would result in essentially the same score for examinees (Anatasi & Urbina, 1997).

A second concern is the technical qualifications of the people writing the items. Specifically, are the item writers qualified to write items in the domain of skills and knowledge being tested? While professional item writers are desirable, it is even more desirable to have professional item writers who were trained and (previously) employed in the field for which they are writing the items. This adds substantial credence to content nature of the individual items far beyond mere adherence to professional item writing guidelines. Related to this concern for professional item writers is a concern for trained item editors. These persons should be very qualified in the construction (i.e., production) of items and item-types. These editors should insure that all items have been constructed following accepted item writing principles and guidelines.

A third crucial concern relates to the documentation of each item as it is developed. Every item to be included in a pool for a [teacher] certification test must be fully documented. This is particularly important in view of the fact that graduates from a multitude of [teacher] training institutions will be obligated to meet certification requirements by being successful on such a test. Far too often item writers, without a satisfactory background in the licensure or certification field, are guilty of writing items that may inappropriately exemplify a single perspective where a wide variety of perspectives may exist (such as in the field of teacher education). Thus, the requirement that every item be documented (i.e., referenced to a set of major current works) helps to prevent such a singularity effect. Similarly, outside experts must be
utilized to examine the keys (and distractors) for the items. Such a use of external experts provides further assurance of the appropriateness for the item-to-content match. Any item included on a certification test must have total agreement by the experts as to the correctness of the key; debate, at this level, is not appropriate.

While much has been written about the need to insure a bias/sensitivity review for all certification tests, its importance cannot be understated. Either the test developer or contractor must assume responsibility to put together an appropriately representative panel to review every item from a fairness (sensitivity) perspective. However, this is not sufficient. It is also important to examine items from a statistical perspective employing one of the many DIF techniques (cf. Holland & Wainer, 1993). Angoff (1993) also warns that the mere statistical presence of a DIF effect should not be judged as sufficient and items found to exhibit such should be returned to a bias/sensitivity review panel for their consideration.

The preceding concerns, for the most part, focused on content-to-item issues and/or item development and review issues. It is just as important, however, that we examine some of the various statistical characteristics of such items. While any of a number of good textbooks on test and test item design (e.g., Linn & Gronlund, 2000) provide generic conventions for such concerns as difficulty (p value) and discrimination, it is very difficult to identify specific benchmarks for such values. What is an adequate level of item difficulty for licensure test? Should an average item difficulty be below, at, or above a potential decision point? In IRT models, items are chosen to maximize the amount of information about the examinees at the decision point (Hambleton, 1989), but in tests employing classical techniques this is not possible. Furthermore, since, for the
most part, standards are set after the development of initial tests, selecting items at a hypothetical (potential - possible) decision point prior to the setting of a standard almost seems to be an oxymoron.

One would assume that the general rules related to item difficulty for a NRT would not necessarily be appropriate for most certification tests (i.e. mean item difficulty equal to .50, range of item difficulties from .10 to .90, information maximized in the middle of the distribution, etc.) (Linn & Gronlund, 2000). Since [teacher] certification tests are designed around the content of training, one would anticipate that a properly trained examinee would answer most items correctly. The intent and purpose is to establish pre-entry skill level (or knowledge level) of the examinee relative to a predetermined (standard) level of this skill and/or knowledge. The ultimate goal is not to differentiate among examinees but to differentiate the level of achievement (skill/knowledge level) attained by an examinee relative to a prescribed level. This is not particularly difficult if one employs an IRT model that allows items and item pools with known levels of difficulties to be utilized (Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991).

We have similar problems with the concerns related to item discrimination. In classical analysis we typically employ point biserial correlations to help us ascertain the contribution of an item to overall test scores (Linn & Gronlund, 2000). Items with negative point biserial correlation values are readily removed from our pool. Similarly, items with distractors (incorrect options) that have positive point biserial values are removed. However, finding a benchmark that suggests a minimum positive value is not easy. What is too low a value? Is .10 too low, or .15, or .20? And what happens if
different parties disagree? One party says .20 and another party says .10 or is this simply splitting hairs? In an IRT model (2-parameter or 3-parameter) items may be selected according to a determined range of the discrimination value (e.g., .75 to 1.5) but no clearly defined benchmark exists for this either (Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991). In the 1-parameter model the issue of discrimination is moot since all items are assumed to have the same discrimination index.

A final item level check can be done through an analysis of trace line each option (Haladyna, 1994). Under these guidelines, a properly functioning correct option has a trace line that is monotonically increasing as the level of achievement increases. Conversely, the distractors should decrease monotonically as student achievement rises. Such an analysis will indicate nonfunctioning distractors (e.g., those selected by limited numbers of students) as well as properly or improperly functioning trace lines for correct options (e.g., nearly flat, indicating extremely limited discrimination or nearly vertical, indicating too much discrimination).

Ultimately the responsibility for gathering all validity evidence lies in the hands of the contractor for the tests. While the test developer is most often responsible for establishing content validity for their tests (Anastasi & Urbina, 1997), the final responsibility for all validity evidence must reside with the contractor. It is their responsibility to compile all the various forms of validity evidence, to review the evidence provided by the developer or other outside authorities, to summarize such evidence and establish the validity of the use of the results of a test.
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